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Abstract
We introduce a novel kernel that upgrades the Weisfeiler-
Lehman and other graph kernels to effectively exploit high-
dimensional and continuous vertex attributes.
Graphs are first decomposed into subgraphs. Vertices
of the subgraphs are then compared by a kernel that com-
bines the similarity of their labels and the similarity of their
structural role, using a suitable vertex invariant. By chang-
ing this invariant we obtain a family of graph kernels which
includes generalizations of Weisfeiler-Lehman, NSPDK, and
propagation kernels.
We demonstrate empirically that these kernels obtain
state-of-the-art results on relational data sets.
1. Introduction
Renewed interest has been manifested in recent years
on graph kernels which can handle continuous (possibly
high dimensional) attributes. A vast body of literature on
Graph kernels is devoted to symbolic only structure. Which
means that vertices (and possibly edges) are labeled by a
number of discrete attributes. Graphs with continuous at-
tributes have been much less investigated. In our work [6]
we upgrade existing graph kernels to continuous attributes
by using graph and vertex invariants. Vertex invariants are
functions that color vertices of a graph in a way that is
not affected by isomorphism. They form the basis for sev-
eral practical isomorphism checking algorithms [4]. We
consider the commonalities between graph kernels like the
Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel (WLGK) [7], the neighbor-
hood subgraph pairwise distance kernel (NSPDK) [1], the
propagation kernels [5] and GRAPHHOPPER [2] and sum-
marize them in a general formulation which we call Graph
Invariant Kernels (GIK, pronounce “Geek”) [6]. GIKs de-
compose graphs into sets of vertices which are compared
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by a kernel that measures both their attribute and their struc-
tural similarity. The structural similarity indicates to which
extent vertices play the same role in the graph they belong
to. Our formulation allows arbitrary patterns (e.g. other
than the shortest paths used by GRAPHHOPPER) and arbi-
trary graph and vertex invariants that can be obtained with
color propagation schemas (e.g. Weisfeiler-Lehman, Prop-
agation kernel). We also propose spectral coloring which
exploits eigen-decompositions.
We show that upgrading graph kernels to continuous val-
ues provided by GIKs perform very well on a number of
new and existing benchmarks. We experiment with differ-
ent types of vertex invariants, including Weisfeiler-Lehman
and spectral colors and compare the shortest paths used by
GRAPHHOPPER with neighborhood subgraphs.
2. Graph Invariant Kernels
GIKs measure the similarity between two attributed
graphs G and G′ by comparing their vertices with a suit-
able kernel function kATTR(v, v′) between the continuous at-
tributes `c and reweighting their similarity with a function
w(v, v′):
k(G,G′) =
∑
v∈V (G)
∑
v′∈V (G′)
w(v, v′)kATTR(v, v′). (1)
We define w(v, v′) as a count on common graph invariants:
w(v, v′) =
∑
g ∈ R−1(G)
g′ ∈ R−1(G′)
kINV(v, v
′)
δm(g, g
′)
|Vg||Vg′ | 1{v ∈ Vg ∧ v
′ ∈ Vg′}.
(2)
The weight w(v, v′) measures the structural similarity
between vertices and can be designed combining an R-
decomposition relation [3], a function δm(g, g′) and a ker-
nel on vertex invariants kINV.
An R-decomposition relation is a binary relation
R(G, g) that encodes that “g is part of G” and specifies
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a decomposition of G into its parts (patterns). We denote
withR−1(G) the multiset of all patterns in G.
According to Equation 2 the weight between a pair of
vertices increases whenever the two vertices appear in the
same pattern with the same structural role.
The function δm(g, g′) is used to determine whether the
two patterns match, while the indicator function 1{v ∈ Vg∧
v′ ∈ Vg′} is introduced to select only the subgraphs g and
g′ in which the vertices v and v′ are involved respectively.
The kernel function kINV is used to measure the similar-
ity between the colors produced by a vertex invariant L and
encodes the extent to which the vertices play the same struc-
tural role in the pattern. A complete vertex invariant gives
the most fine-grained matches and has the same effect as
using an isomorphism map f , while weaker invariants in-
duce spurious matches. Weaker invariants can be desirable
because they allow to compare non isomorphic graphs.
3. Contribution
In our work [6] we use GIKs to naturally upgrade some
existing graph kernels (i.e. Weisfeiler-Lehman Graph Ker-
nels, propagation kernels and NSK) to continuous attributes,
we also propose spectral coloring to define vertex invari-
ants.
With spectral coloring we introduce for the first time
spectral methods for graph matching in the context of graph
kernels. The spectral graph kernel is a novel kernel because
exploits spectral coloring.
In [6] we propose graph datasets with continuous at-
tributes. SYNTHETICNEW and FRANKENSTEIN are syn-
thetic, ENZYMESSYMM and PROTEIN are about bioinformat-
ics. QC and WEASEL are about natural language processing,
question classification and hedge cue detection respectively.
In [6] we show the results of our experiments and prove
that we obtain the state of the art on five out of six datasets,
with our method. We verify that in our experiments it is
always the case that continuous attributes increase the accu-
racy.
To understand the benefits of graphs with continuous at-
tributes in the context of natural language processing we
experiment on two graph representations of a sentence.
One using words as discrete symbols and one using 300-
dimensional word vectors. We show that not only us-
ing 300-dimensional word vectors is beneficial, but also
that GIKs can better exploit this representation compared to
GRAPHHOPPER.
4. Conclusion
The GIK reformulation of well known graph kernels al-
lows to obtain more insights in the exploration of graph ker-
nels with continuous attributes. The underlying idea was to
employ vertex invariants for soft subgraph matching. We
contributed new insights into graph kernels and to upgrade
existing ones for use with continuous attributes. Several
graph-kernel instances were then empirically evaluated on
a number of new and existing benchmark datasets. The re-
sults showed that some combinations of graph and vertex
invariants with continuous attributes lead to excellent per-
formance. For future work we plan to improve runtime and
scalability focusing on the local GIKs and spectral coloring
which are more appealing for sketching.
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